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Let's encounter it. Hearing aids have come a long way in recent years, but they are just one
little bit of the communication puzzle.hearing loss can be incredibly frustrating for all parties
involved... To conquer conversation breakdowns, it is vital to understand the 5 Keys to
Communication Success!
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Would benefit from better referencing I actually purchased this e-book mainly because
research for a health care e-learning course I'm building on Caring for People with Hearing
Reduction and found this content extremely informative and well-written. It was definitely
very clear that the author is an expert about them matter and gets the experience and training
to provide as an authority. Jessen for her insight. APA would cringe at my reference details. In
the e-reserve, there wasn't a good publish date. That's one of my biggest beefs with many self-
published functions. I had to find the bibliographical details from the Amazon site. It's difficult
to write on best practices in a topic and just take the author's phrase for it. I would encourage
the writer to update it with information to support her articles. Also, at 61 web pages, it was a
pretty small volume. Regardless, I'm glad I purchased the book and enjoy the author's insights.
Also, the dog pictures throughout had been pretty darned cute! I don't have hearing loss but
several family members do . There is important information not only for one who has hearing
loss but also for those who also talk to that person. Much insight for both celebrations. I sent
copies to other relatives to help them understand my husband's needs. I learned a whole lot
of ways to help myself and my partner has learned how to help me and herself deal with a
few of my frustrations in communication around the house and when beyond the house.
Makes a great gift for families with loved ones with hearing problems whether young or
previous. There are not many books written on this topic. Extremely Helpful!.. Kudos to Dr. Five
Stars Great small text - arrived promptly with no issues. Hearing aids certainly are a great help
but they are only helps by the end of the day. Excellent resource These are things we often
think are normal sense but in all reality they are not. I really like the simplicity of this book and
the great easy strategies. Thank you foe making the effort to create this book! I will use this in
my office every day to greatly help even more people. Exceptional advice and help for
anybody with a hearing loss As an audiologist, this reserve is really helpful in explaining the
importance of communication.! Non-patronizing style for both people that have hearing loss
and those living with them. Very effective communication equipment for all those with hearing
loss and those living with those with hearing loss. Great little book Just what a great book to
help those of us that experience hearing loss. I don't have hearing loss but several family
members do. Nevertheless, my biggest complaint was having less references. Two Stars little
new, but illustrations helpful Spot on. If a person in your family has a hearing loss, this is
actually the book for you. I loved the reserve and my wife was reading it and stated, oh, so
that is why you state what when I am in the other room. She understands now more of what I
have already been telling her the previous few years and will try to do better. It really is a
reserve for all individuals who are living with a person with hearing reduction. As the individual
with the hearing reduction, Dusty hits my problems i'm all over this. She describes what I do to
help my hearing, specifically looking at the individual and partially reading their lips along with
my attempting to hear what the individual says. Great reserve for tips for your non hearing
loved ones This book is cleverly written with wisdom on hearing tips. I'd says this is an
extended overdue guidebook for how to cope with hearing loss, both from the individual with
the hearing loss viewpoint and those who've to cope with the challenge of having to dealing
with the individual with the hearing loss. Way to go Dusty! Short, easy to understand and read
Excellent and easy to read.! It's an instant read. if a person with a hearing loss reads this book it
will really help them. This is like another publication "Hearing Aid Prices Guideline" which is
also written in a similar easy to understand design. Books on hearing reduction related topics
can be too technical for many people. Well done.
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